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1 • INTRODUCTION 

Small automatic telephone switching systems, such as 
P.A.B.X.'s (Private Automatic Branch Exchanges), 
R.A.X.'s (Rural Automatic Exchanges) and other similar 
trunking schemes, have received relatively little 
attention from traffic engineers and mathematicians 
interested in the application of probability theory to 
telephone problems. The usual approach has been to 
dimension each common circuit group separately, using 
standard traffic distribution models (e.g. Poisson, 
Binomial, or their truncated forms). For the sake of 
simplicity, the interaction of traffic in different 
circuit groups via the same limited pool of traffic 
sources has been neglected. Yet if the number of 
traffic sources is small and the traffic per source high, 
the neglect of this interaction can lead to significant 
errors in the estimates of congestion. 

The mathematical models postulated in this paper embrace 
all trunk groups serving the traffic sources and thus 
avoid the errors mentioned above. Although confined 
to systems with no more than three groups of trunks, 
the models are sufficiently general and represent a 
large class of small automatic switching systems 
currently in use in all parts of the world. 

The major part of the paper deals with the analysis of 
models representing typical trunking configurations of 
small P.A.B.X.'s and the development of expressions to 
determine congestion for different classes of calls. 
This is followed by discussion of a simple approximation 
to congestion probabilities, based on Engset Loss 
formula. Finally, comparison of analytical and approxi
mate solutions with simulation results is given in 
the Appendix. A table of the Engset Loss Formula is 
provided as a supplement to the paper. 

2. P. A. B. X. WITH N INTERNAL AND M EXTERNAL CIRCUITS. 

2.1 

A = 
ei 

A eo 
b i 

b e 

d. 
1 

d e 

List of symbols. 

mean traffic offered to internal circuits. 

mean traffic offered to external circuits 
= Aei + Aeo 

incoming traffic offered to external circuits. 

outgoing traffic offered to external circuits. 

probability that a free source will originate 
an internal call. 

probabili ty that a free source will originate 
external call. 

probability that an internal call in progress 
end. 

an 

will 

probability that an external call in progress will 
end. 

a i bi/di internal traffic offered per free source. 

a b /d e e e external traffic offered per free source. 

probability of blocking for an internal call, 
when the system is in state (n,m). 

probability of blocking for an external call, 
when the system is in state (n,m). 
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(n,m) 

P(n,m) 

p 

1 - 8i (n,m) = passage probability for an inter

nal call, when the system is in state (n,m). 

1 - 8e (n,m) = passage probability for an exter

nal call, when the system is in state (n,m). 

call congestion probabilities on internal 
and external calls respectively. 

time congestion probabilities on internal and 
external groups of circuits respectively. 

probability of finding n internal, and m 
external circuits occupied (probability of 
the system being in state (n,m» . 

probability of blocking between a particular 
inlet ·and a particular outlet in the connect
ing network. 

number of internal trunks. 

number of external trunks. 

number of traffic sources (extensions). 

average number of occupied sources. 
(mean traffic carried by the sources). 
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Fig.l Trunking diagram of the system. 

2.2 Des cription of the system. 

Block diagram of the system investigated is shown in 
Figure 1. It could be a simple P.A.B.X., or a small rural 
exchange, with M bothway lines to parent exchange and 
N internal connecting circuits. The connecting network 
is link trunked and employs conditional selection. That is, 
no circuit can be occupied, unless a free path through the 
connecting network can be established. Also, to simplify 
the analysis, it is assumed that the called extension must 
also be free before a local or incoming circuit is occupied. 

The internal congestion in this switching network is defined 
by the blocking factors 8(n,m), or their complement, the 



passage factors ~(n,m), which are assumed to be given. 
The distribution of e(n,m) and ~(n,m) depends on the 
trunking and the method of searching for a free path 
through the network. 

2.3 Assumptions 

(i) The P.A.B.X. operates as a busy signal system; 
calls, which cannot be immediately connected, 
are lost and are not re-offered. 

(ii) All extensions (traffic sources) have the same 
mean traffic generation intensity. 

(iii) All extensions, when they are free, can originate 
and receive both internal and external calls. 

(iv) Individual extensions originate calls at 
random and quite independently of each other. 

(v) Holding times of successful calls follow the 
negative exponential distribution. 

(vi) Unsuccessful calls are cleared from ~he system 
and have zero holding times. 

(vii) Setting-up and release of all calls is assumed 
to be instantaneous. 

(viii) Call arrivals and departures are in statistical 
equilibrium. 

2.4 Transition probabilities 

The probability model used to represent the switching 
system is adequately defined by the set of assumptions 
listed above. To analyse it we use the tools of the 
classical method - state and transition probabi~ities, 
together with the principle of statistical equilibrium, 
first introduced by A. K. Er1ang. However, the usual 
technique of setting up the equations of state and then 
solving the resulting system of differential equations 
does not appear very attractive in this case. Our 
approach is to develop simple recurrences from which the 
state probabilities, and eventually the congestion 
probabilities, for either group of circuits, could be 
computed. 

To start with, we assume that there is no incoming 
traffic - only internal and external outgoing calls are 
made. We shall commence by evolving the transition 

S-2 (n-I)-I-m 
[S-2(n-I)-m}b i ' 's ·)Ji(n-I,m). P(n- :,m) 

8 

(S-2n-m+ I)' b~ ' f'~(n,m-I .' . P ( n,m-') 

'8 

probabilities about the state (n,m), signifying n 
internal and m external (outgoing) calls being in 
progress. 

The probability that with (n,m) calls in progress an 
external call will be released is, clearly, 

m.de·P(n,m) 

which is the transition probability of moving from state 
(n,m) to state (n,m-I). The probability of occupying 
another external circuit - that is moving from state 
(n,m) to state (n,m+I) - depends on the probability of 
a fresh external call being made and also on the con
ditional probability that it will not fail because of 
lack of a free circuit or internal congestion. The 
former probability is (S-2n-m).b .P(n,m), while the 
latter is specified as ~ (n,m). eThe overall probability 
of transition from statee (n,m) to state (n,m+I) is 
given by the product of the above two probabilities, namely 

The probability of an internal call ending when there are 
n local and m external calls in progress - that is 
moving from state (n,m) to state (n-I,m) is 

n.di·P(n,m) 

The transition from state (n,m) to state (n+l,m) depends 
on the simultaneous occurrence of the following three 
events: 

(i) 
(H) 

(Hi) 

a fresh internal call is originated. 
the called party is free to receive the call, and 
there is a free connecting path available between 

the two extensions. 

The probabilities of the above events are, r~spectively:-

(S-2n-m).bi ·p(n,m); (S-2n-I-m)/S ~i(n,m). 

Assuming that these events are independent of each other, 
the transition probability is given by the product of 
these elemental probabilities. 

By similar reasoning the other transition probabilities 
about the state (n,m) can be developed. They are shown 
in Figure 2, which is a state diagram for (n,m) and 
the adjacent states. 

<::- 2n-:-m 
(S -2n-m}b;. -- - '-s-- ·,ut(n,m) ' P(n,m) 

8 
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• 

Fig.2: Diagram of transition probabilities to and from state (n,m). • 211/2 
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2.5 Computation of state probabilities. 

Now we postulate that the internal and the external 
traffics are both in statistical equilibrium. In 
other words, we assume that in the long run (the system 
remaining in statistical equilibrium) the number 
of transitions from anyone state to its neighbouring 
state equals the number of transitions occurring in the 
opposite direction. E.g. there are as many transitions 
from (n,m) to (n,m+l) as there are from (n,m+1) to 
(n,m). Thus, we can equate the transition probabilities, 
depicted in Figure 2 as pairs of curved arrows pointing 
in opposite directions: 

(S-2n-m).be'~e(n,m).P(n,m) = (m+1) .de.P(n,m+l) 

After rearrangement and substitution of ae for be/de we 
get our first recurrence equation:-

P(n,m+1 
ae(S-2n-m)'~e(n,m) 

m+l .P(n,m) 

Similarly, by equating the transition probabilities 
between states (n,m) and (n+l,m), and setting 
bi/di = ai' we get the second recurrence:-

(1) 

a i (S-2n-mXS-2n-1-m)'~i(n,m) 
P(n+l ,m) = S· n+l P(n,m) .• (2) 

In order to explain the process of computing the values 
of all state probabilities, it is helpful to imagine 
them arranged in a matrix, as follows:-

P(O ,M) 

P(O,M-l) 

P(1,M) 

P(1,M-l) 

P(N,M) 

P(N,M-1) 

P(0,2) P( 1 ,2) P (N, 2) 

P (0,1) P(1,l) P (N, 1) 

P(O,O) P(1,O) peN,) 

Starting with an arbitrarily chosen value for P(O,O), 
we proceed to calculate the relative values of the 
elements shown in the first column of the above matrix, 
using the first recurrence, (1). Then, using these first 
column elements as starting points, we calculate the 
remaining elements - each row in turn, proceeding left to 
right - with the help of the second recurrence, (2) . 
Alternatively, we could begin by ~alculating the elements 
of the first row, using recurrence (2), then proceed up the 
columns using recurrence (1). The final result would be 
exactly the same. 

The conversion of the computed elements to state probabili
ties is accomplished by dividing each element by their 
sum; since the matrix covers all possible states of the 
system, the sum of their probabilities must equal unity. 

2.6 Blocking coefficients. 

As stated earlier, the blocking coefficients S(n,m) and 
their complements ~(n,m) are assumed to be known or 
computed beforehand from the parameters of the connecting 
network. For link-trunked networks the blocking 
coefficients can be well approximated by the terms of 
either a geometric or a hypergeometric series. For 
simplicity (and for conformity with the A.P.O. practice 
in dimensioning link-trunked switching systems) we have 
used the geometric series in all our numerical computations. 
The series is specified by a single parameter p, which is 
the point-to-point blocking between ' an inlet and an out-
let of the connecting network. With the usual symmetrical 
arrangement and uniform loading of the links, p can be 
computed by combinatorial methods. Using the geometric 
approximation, the blocking coefficients are computed 
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as follows:-

M-m 
p for all values of n; 

for all values of m. 

In non-blocking link systems, where full availability 
access is provided to both groups of circuits, all 
blocking coefficients are equal to zero for n < N, 
m < M, while Si(N,m) = 1 for all m, and Se(n,M) = 1 
for all n. 

2.7 Traffics carried. 

The distribution of traffic carried on the internal 
route is given by summing the state probabilities form
ing the columns of the previously discussed matrix. 
Similarly, in summing state probabilities by rows, 
o'ne obtains the distribution of traffic carried on the 
external circuits. First moments about the origin of 
these two resulting distribution give the mean in ten
sities of the traffics carried by the two circuit groups. 

(i) Mean internal traffic carried 

N M 

I n. I P(n,m) 
n=O m=O 

(ii) Mean external traffic carried 

Y 
e 

M 

I 
m=O 

N 
m. I P(n,m) 

n=O 

(3) 

(4) 

Since an external call occupies one extension, while each 
internal call occupies two, the total traffic carried 
by the extensions (which is the mean number of busy 
extensions) is: 

(5) 

The usual data for any numerical calculation are the 
numbers of circuits in each route, N and M, aQd the 
mean traffics offered to these routes, Ai and A. The 
traffics per free source, a i and a , appearing In our 
recurrences (1) and (2), however, aepend not only on 
Ai' Ae' and S, but also on the total traffic carried 
by the extensions, namely 

a 
e 

(6) 

(7) 

Since Y itself is a function of the distribution of 
state p~obabilities, it is not known at the start of 
the calculation. Therefore, we begin with 

as the first estimate of Y and iterate until 
a. , a , Y., Y (and, there~ore, YS) converge to their 
due ~alu~s. e 

2.8 Congestion probabilities. 

Having computed the state probabilities and knowing the 
blocking coefficients, time congestion probabilities 
can be easily computed from the following general 
expressions ;-



(i) Time congestion on internal circuits -

N M 
I I Si(n,m).p(n,m) • • • • (8) 

n=O m=O 

(ii) Time congestion on external circuits -

N M 
I I Se(n,m).P(n,m) 
n=O m=O 

• . . . . (9) 

Call congestion is defined as the ratio of the number 
of blocked calls to the total number of calls offered 
to the circuit group in question. It is equivalent 
to the ratio of blocked traffic to offered traffic. 

Therefore:-

(i) Call congestion on internal calls -

a i N M 
B = AI I (S-2n-m)'Si(n,m).p(n,m) 

i i n=O m=O 

Similarly:-

(ii) Call congestion on external calls -

a N M 

(10) 

B ~ I I (S-2n-m).S (n,m).P(n,m) .• (11) 
e Ae n=O m=O e 

It will be noted that B does not include the probability 
of call failure due to !he called extension being engaged. 
Therefore, the traffic carried on the internal group of 
circuits is less than A.(I-B.) by the amount of traffic 
offered (and lost) to b~sy e~tensions. 

2.9 Extension to bothway external traffic. 

Now we shall consider extension to the more general case 
of external circuits carrying both outgoing and incoming 
calls. Incoming traffic is assumed to be Poisson-dis
tributed and given full availability access to all ex
ternal circuits. Let the arrival rate of incoming calls 
be b and the departure rate be d (the same as for out
gOin~icalls), The probability of ~n incoming call being 
successful depends on route and link congestion, as well 
as on the probability that the called extension is not 
engaged, which is (S-2n-m)/S. Therefore, the new trans
ition probability from state (n,m) t~ state (n,m+l) is 

[ b ,(S-2n-m) + b i.(S-2n-m)/s],]J (n,m).P(n,m), eo e e 

which can be simplified to 

The probability of transition from state (n,m+l) to state 
(n,m) remains the same as before, namely 

(m+l).de ,P(n,m+l). 

Postulating statistical equilibriu~ for the total traffic 
flowing in the external circuit group, we can equate 
the above two transition probabilities. From this 
equation we get the following recurrence:-

(S-2n-m),ae ,]Je(n,m) 
P(n,m+l) m+l P(n,m) (12) 

where 

a = 
e 

A 
~+ 
S-y 

s 
(13) 

Equation (12) is identical with equation (1), except that 
a in (12) consists of two components, only one of which 
i~ subject to iteration. Therefore, the same method can 
be used to compute the state probabilities and the traffics 
carried by the two circuit groups. 

The expressions developed for time and call congestion in 
2.8 also remain unchanged, provided that a

e 
is understood 

to have the more general definition of equation (13) 
above. The loss coefficients Be(n,m) will also need re
definition, if incoming call cannot reselect another free 
external circuit after encountering link congestion; 
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(actually, for S (n,m) to remain the same for incoming and 
outgoing calls, ijp to M-I reselections should be possible). 
In the general case S (n,m) should be a weighted average 
(weighting in proportIon of incoming and outgoing calls) 
of Sei(n,m) and Seo(n,m). 

While equations (9) and (11) give the time and caLl con
gestion probabilities for the external group of circuits 
as a whole, it is often necessary to know the congestion 
encountered by either component of external traffic. 

The required expressions are of the same form as (9) and 
(11) and are given below. Looking in the outgoing dir
ection, we have 

(i) Time congestion, outgoing -

N M 
E eo I I Seo(n,m).P(n,m) 

n=O m=O 

(ii) Call congestion on outgoing calls -

B eo 

a 
~o 

A eo 

N M 
I I (S-2n-m).S (n,m).P(n,m) 
n=O m=O eo 

(14) 

(15) 

We have assumed that incoming traffic is random and that 
it is given full availability access to all external cir
cuits. Therefore, time congestion is here equal to call 
congestion : 

(iii) Time and call congestion for incoming calls -

N M 
I I Sei (n,m) .P(n,m) ..•..•• 
n=O m=O 

(16) 

The value of E . also depends on whether or not reselection 
of external ciFEuits is possible on incoming calls. If 
unlimited reselection is possible and the connecting net
work is non-directional and uniformly loaded (meaning that 
S (n,m) = S (n,m) for all n,m), E = E .• If the same 
c5Rditions 05!ain in the connectingeRetwoFR, but no re
selection is permitted, 

Sei(n,m) 

Sei (n,M) 

p, a constant, for n ~ N, m < M, 

1. 

Under these conditions equation (16) simplifies to the 
following: 

(iv) Incoming congestion (no reselection) -

, , N ~ N Q 
Eei=Bei= I P(n,M) + p 1 - I P(n,M) . 

n=O n=O 
(17) 

3. P .A.B.X. WITH N INTERNAL. M OUTGOING. AND K INCOMING 

• 

• 

CIRCUITS. 

In this system the single group of exchange lines has been • 
replaced by separate groups of one-way incoming and outgoing 
lines. The same set of assumptions applies as stated in 
section 2. Because of lack of space - and since the analysis 
employs the same methods as in the previous problem - this 
case will be treated very briefly. 

The state diagram (not shown) for this case would be a 
three-dimensional one. The necessary condition for the 
development of recurrence equations is again the assumption 
that the traffic flow on each of the three groups of cir
cuits is in statistical equilibrium. The resulting re
currences .are given below. 

(i) Internal calls: 

a i ·R(R-l) ]Ji(n,m,k).P(n,m,k) 
P(n+l,m,k) = 8 (n+l) 

(ii) Outgoing calls: 

aeo·R·]Jeo(n,m,k).P(n,m,k) 
P(n,m+1,k) = m+1 

(18) 

(19) 

• 



'. 

• 

• 

• 

(iii) Incoming calls 

aei.R·~ei{n,m,k).p{n,m,k) 

S (k+l) 
(20) P{n,m,k+1) = 

In the above, 

R = S - 2n - m - k 

Other symbols are the same as in the previous section, 
except that the third subscript, k, has been added. 

To compute the state probabilities the same iterative 
process is employed as described in section 2. Starting 
with an arbitrary value for P{O,O,O) we compute all other 
P{n,m,k) with the help of the above recurrences and . then 
employ the normalising equation. 

NMK 
L L L P{n,m,k) 
nmk 

to convert the initially calculated values to state 
probabili ties. 

(21) 

Next step is to compute the carried traffics on all 3 
groups of circuits and obtain the mean number of busy 
traffic sources. 

Now we have a better estimate of the number of free 
sources, S - Ys ' which is used to obtain improved 
estimates of a i and aeo (aei = Aei , not subject to 
iteration). 

a i 
~ 
S-YS 

A 
a 

__ ~...o 
eo S-YS 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Next we go back and recompute the state probabilities. 
The iteration is continued until the desired degree of 
convergence in all variables is attained. 

Once the state probabilities have converged to their 
true values, it is a simple matter to compute the con
gestion probabilities, which are defined below. 

(i) Time congestion, internal circuits -

N M K 
Ei = t L I ei{n,m,k).p{n,m,k) 

n=O m=O k=O 

(ii) Time congestion, outgoing circuits 

N M K 
E eo L I I e (n,m,k).P{n,m,k) 

n=O m=O k=O eo 

(iii) Time congestion, incoming circuits 

N M K • 
I I I e i{n,m,k).P{n,m,k) 
n=O m=O k=O e 

(iv) Call congestion, internal traffic -

B = 
i 

a
i 

N M K 
A L I I R.e . {n,m,k).P{n,m,k) 

i n=O m=O k=O ~ 

(v) Call congestion, outgoing traffic -

B eo 

a 
~o 

A eo 

N M K 
L I L R.e (n,m,k).P{n,m,k) 
n=O m=O k=O e 

q5) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

. . (29) 

(vi) Call congestion for incoming traffic is here 
equivalent to incoming time congestion, since the 
incoming traffic is assumed to be random and is 
given full availability access to all incoming 
trunks. That is, 
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As explained i n section 2, the loss coefficients are de
termined by the trunking configuration and the method 
of ·path search. In most cases they can be well approxi
mated by the terms of either Geometric or Hypergeometric 
series. Congestion on incoming calls also depends on 
whether reselection of another free circuit (or circuits) 
is possible after being blocked in the connecting network . 
The remarks made in this context about the loss co
efficients eeiin section 2.9 apply also in this case. 

4. SPECIAL CASES 

4.1 Internal Traffic only. 

In this case the model simplifies to a unidimensiona1 one. 
The probability of transition from state (n) to state 
(rrl-1) is 

(S-2n) .(S-2n-1).bi~i(n).P(n) 

S 

where ~i(n) and P(n) are written for ~i(n,O) and P{n,O), 
respectIvely. The transition probabilIty for the move 
from state (n+1) to state (n) is 

(n+1).di ·P{n+1) 

Equating the above two transition probabilities gives this 
recurrence:-

P(n+1) = 
(S-2n) . (S-2n-1) '~i{n) 

n+1 P{n) • (30) 

Starting with P{O), we can express all P{n) in terms of 
p{O). By summing all P{n) and applying the normalising 
condition 

N 
I P{n) • (31) 
n=O 

we can determine P(O) and get the following explicit 
solution for P(n):-

n-1 
IT 
j=O 

P{n) • . (32) 

If link congestion is zero, ~.(j) terms are equal to 1 for 
all j < N, hence the products~ IT appearing in (20) will 
be replaced by 1. If we now substitute n = N, we will 
get the probability of all internal circuits being busy, 
i.e. the time congestion. 

(i) Time congestion, full availability access to all 
N circuits -

P(N) • • • . • (33) 

The general expression for call congestion can be simply 
deduced from equation (la) 

(ii) Call congestion, restricted access -

a . N 
A~ I (S-2n).e

i
{n).P{n) 

i n=O 

(iii) Call congestion, full availability access -

P(N) 

(34) 

(35) 



4.2 Outgoing traffic only 

This case has been fully covered in the literature (e.g. 
see reference 121). Using the method employed above, it 
is easy to derive a general expression for the probability 
of m circuits occupied:- . 

P(m) 
M 

1 + L 
x=l 

m-I 
II Ileo (j) 
j=O 

In a system without link blocking, the II products of 
passage probabilities are equal to unity. Setting m 
we get the time congestion probability:-

(i) Time congestion, full availability access -

P(M) 

M 
Cl eo 
M 

L 
x=O 

x 
Cl eo 

Call congestion is, of course, given by the familiar 
Engset Loss Formula : 

(36) 

M, 

(37) 

(ii) Call congestion, full availability access to out
going circuits :-

B eo 

M 
Cl eo 
M 

L 
x=O 

5. APPROXIMATE METHODS 

(38) 

Although the analytical approach presented in this paper 
is quite straightforward and the necessary computations 
can be easily programmed for an electronic computer, 
qu~ck access to a computer is not always possible. There 
are many occasions, however, where a quick estimate of 
congestion for the different classes of calls in a 
P.A.B.X. (or another small switching system) is required. 
A simpler, even if not very accurate, method would, there-
fore, be quite useful. . 

To get approximate estimates of congestion in a small 
local switching system of the type analysed in this 
paper only a table of the Engset loss formula is required 
if full (or nearly full) availability access is given 
to all trunk groups. Estimates of outgoing and incoming 
congestion can be obtained directly from the table by 
entering it with the appropriate traffics, the numbers of 
trunks, and the full number of traffic sources (or sinks, 
in the case of incoming traffic). An estimate of con
gestion on internal calls can be obtained from the same 
table, but it must be entered with half the actual number 
of traffic sources (number of extensions in a P.A.B.X.). 

The above procedure gives a very good estimate of con
gestion on outgoing calls. Congestion estimates for 
incoming and local calls tend to be too high, particularly 
when the number of sources per trunk is small. The 
reason for the discrepancy is the smoothing effect that 
busy sources have on the terminating traffic. Further 
work is needed to develop a better approximation for the 
cases where SIN does not exceed about 10. A suitable 
approximation for systems with link blocking also remains 
to be found. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The analysis of small model switching systems has shown 
how more accurate estimates of congestion in the common 
trunk groups can be obtained. The results of the analysis 
have justified the method of employing channel equations 
in multi-dimensional probability systems, and pave the 
way to simple·r solution of similar problems. 
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COMPARISON WITH SIMULATION 

A computer simulation program has been prepared to check 
the traffic capacity of link-trunked P.A.B.X.'s. This 
program was also used to check the applicability of 
the theoretical model analysed in this paper to 
practical P.A.B.X.'s. 

The simulator is of the Markov chain type and has been 
designed to imitate the traffic flow in a 3-stage link
trunked switching system with one local and three ex
ternal groups of circuits - incoming, outgoing and bothway. 
All system parameters are specified by data, so that a 
wide range of three- and two-stage systems can be simu
lated. The program has been written in FORTRAN and all 
tests to date have been run on CDC 3200/360Q computers. 

• 

A comparison between mean and carried traffics and pro
babilities of call congestion obtained by theoretical 
methods and simulation tests are shown in Table 1. A 
comparison of carried traffic (occupancy) distributions 
for one set of data is provided in Table 2. • The operation of the simulator departs in some respects. 
from the assumptions underlying the analytical model. For 
example, all circuit groups and the links in the connecting 
network are hunted sequentially from a fixed home position. 
This results in non-uniform loading of the links, which 
means that the geometric series is not a very accurate 
model for the distribution of loss coefficients 
S(n,m,k). Also, in some simulation tests a fourth (bothway) 
group of circuits was provided, which carried calls over
flowing from the incoming and outgoing trunk groups. In 
other ~"ords, a 3-dimensional analytical model was com
pared with a 4-dimensional simulation one. However, the 
proportion of total traffic carried by the bothway cir
cuits was low and did not seriously affect the comparison. 

In spite of the above differences, quite good agreement has 
been obtained between the results obtained by simulation 
and those derived analytically. As expected, agreement 
is better for non-blocking systems, than for those ex
hibiting link congestion, but even in the latter case only 
two congestion estimates are outside 95% confidence limits. 

Approximate estimates of congestion are given only for 
cases where full availability access to all trunk groups 
has been provided. Agreement with simulation results is ve
ry good for Beo' reasonable for Bei' but only fair for Bi • • 
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Test S p N M K A. A A ei 
y. y y 

ei B. ! B B ei ~ eo ~ eo ~ I eo 

02 15 .00 4 4 - 2.54 3.03 - 1.51 2.45 - .0139 .1913 -
11 " " " - " " - - - - .1024 .1876 -
" " " " - " " - 1.57 2.47 - .0147 .1869 -

.0088-.0207 .1756-.1981 
14 15 .04 3 3 3 0.60 0.61 0.74 0.47 0.59 0.60 .0302 .0192 .0589 

" " " " " " " " - - - - - -
" " " " " " " " 0.50 0.59 0.60 .0619 .0270 .0575 

.0464- .0774 .0003-.0538 .0549-.0602 
15 15 .06 3 3 3 0.54 1.67 0.72 0.40 1.42 0.55 .0367 .1544 .0737 

" " 11 " " " " " - - - - - -
" " " " " " " " 0.41 1.42 0.56 .0968 .1512 .0726 

.06857-.1250 .1440-.1584 .0481-.0972 
01 30 .00 3 3 - 1. 70 2.25 - 1.29 1.71 - .1018 .2384 -

" " " " - " " - - - - .1465 .2384 -
" " " " - " " - 1.32 1. 73 - .0969 .2283 -

.0643-.1295 .2160-.2405 
03 30 .00 2 2 2 1.60 1.63 2.87 1.00 1.09 1. 32 .2625 .3287 .4709 

" " " " " " " " - - - .3158 .3288 .5ll2 
" " " " " " " " 1.00 1.09 1.30 .2489 .3289 .4521 

.2147-.2832 .2854-.3724 .3987-.5055 
08 30 .00 2 2 2 1.28 1. 67 1.56 0.88 loll 0.99 .2063 .3364 .2843 

" " " " " " " " - - - .2494 .3364 .3153 
" " " " " " " " 0.88 1.14 0.99 .2152 .3176 .2791 

.1772-.2532 .2926-.3426 .2299-.3284 
13 30 .06 3 3 3 0.89 1.38 1.03 0.71 1. 22 0.82 .0651 .1l91 .1008 

" " " " " " " " - - - - - -
" " " " " " " " 0.73 1. 22 0.83 .0898 .1l74 .1008 

.0584-.1213 .1l18-.1231 .0717-.1299 
04 50 .01 6 4 4 2.43 2.44 3.67 1. 97 2.10 2.41 .0061 .1386 .2170 

" " " " " " " " - - - .0215 .1382 .2735 
" " " " " " " " 1.98 2.10 2.41 .0064 .1363 .2002 

. 0000- .0134 .0999-.1728 .1832-.2172 
06 50 .00 1 1 1 0.49 0.47 0.53 0.32 0.32 0.34 .3141 .3181 .3436 

" " " " " " " " - - - .3215 .3181 .3451 
" " " " " " " " 0.33 0.32 0 . 34 .3142 .3158 .3425 

.2830-.3453 .2810-.3506 .3028-.3821 
12 50 .00 1 14 8 0.085 7.57 0.81 0.065 7.51 0.67 .0628 .0072 .0000 

" " " " " " " " - - - .0757 .0071 .0000 
" " " " " " " " 0.067 7.52 0.68 .0827 .0068 .0002 

.0000-.1942 .0055-.0081 .0000-.0021 
09 ~OO .01 1 15 1 0.093 14.10 0.12 0.07 12.04 0.09 .0872 .1458 .0997 

" " " " " " " " - - - .1005 .1456 .1045 
" " " " " " " " 0.07 12.04 0.09 .1031 .1461 .0871 

.0000-.2961 .1l94-.1728 .0000-.2471 

(i) Estimates obtained by the method described in Sections 2 and 3. 
(ii) Approximate estimates obtained from Engset and Erlang loss formulae. (iii) Simulation results. 
(iv) 95% confidence limits for congestion estimates. 

Table 1: Comparison of theoretical estimates with simulation results. 

P(j) 
Internal circuits Outgoing circuits Incoming circuits 

Theory Simulation Theory Simulation Theory Simulation 

P(O) 0.46601 0.45085 0.25936 0.25260 0.42493 0.41937 
P(!) 0.37995 0.38736 0.37292 0.37729 0.37312 0.37365 
P(2) 0.13027 0.13996 0.25863 0.26756 0.15853 0.16147 
P(31 0.02374 0.02182 0.10907 0.10256 0.04340 0.4551 

Table 2 Comparison of occupancy distributions for test No.13 
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For test Nos. 13, 14, and 15 the internal los s coefficients 
8

i
(n,m,k) were computed as 

On outgoi ng calls the los s coefficients were computed from 

for all n < N. 
from 

2p.(0.5(1_2p»N-n-1 

In all other tests l.c. 

8
i

(n,m,k) (2p)N-n 

were computed 

In all cases 8
i

(N,m,k) 1 for all m,k. · 
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M-m 
p 

for all n,m,k. On incoming calls, because no retest was 
allowed, all (k < K) terms of the 8 .(n,m,k) distribution 
were made equal to ~he average linkeSlocking probabili ty 
p; again, 8e i (n,m ,K ) 1, f or all n,m. 


